
Quantum AI Shield™ Unveils National Registry
to Combat Property Squatting, a Growing
National Crisis

Innovators in AI-driven property security and creators

of the Property Protector AI™ System to combat

property squatting.

Quantum AI Shield™ - Property Protector AI™ System

to combat property squatting.

Introducing the Property Protector AI™

System: A Revolutionary Approach to

Safeguarding Properties Across the

Nation

RANCHO SANTA FE, CALIFORNIA, USA,

May 7, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Amidst a rising national crisis of

property squatting, Quantum AI

Shield™ proudly announces its launch

of the Property Protector AI™ System,

introducing a powerful membership

platform with a National Registry

designed to significantly enhance real

estate security across the United

States. This innovative platform

employs cutting-edge blockchain and

AI technology to verify homeowners

and tenant registrations, setting a new

standard in the fight against

unauthorized property use with

immediate verification and response!

"Our Prelaunch today marks a crucial

step forward in addressing the

pervasive issue of property squatting

that affects countless communities

nationwide," said Lawrence Castro,

Founder of Quantum Shield AI™. "With

the National Registry, Our National

Owner and Renter Registry ensures

that only verified individuals can claim

occupancy and our suite of advanced

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.quantumaishield.com
http://www.quantumaishield.com/about


membership tools, including the upcoming SquatShield™ AI, we are committed to providing

comprehensive solutions that ensure property security and peace of mind for property

owners."

Property Protector AI System Tools:

•  National Registry: A blockchain-enabled platform that securely verifies property owners and

facilitates the registration of tenants, critical for real estate transactions and ongoing property

management.

•  AI-Driven Surveillance: This approach leverages sophisticated AI to monitor properties

continuously, ensuring quick detection and intervention in cases of unauthorized access.

•  Registry AI Development: Introducing SquatShield™ AI Protocols, specifically tailored to fortify

national defenses against squatting with law enforcement, enhances our security solutions

suite.

•  QuantumPropChain™: Part of our technological arsenal, this tool ensures the integrity and

transparency of property-related transactions, bolstering trust and reliability in national property

Verification.

About Quantum AI Shield™

Quantum AI Shield™ leads security innovation with solutions integrating Quantum Technologies,

Artificial Intelligence, Quantum Blockchain technology (QuantumPropChain™), and advanced

encryption techniques. We aim to provide property owners with superior security and

management tools, ensuring robust investment protection.

Expanding into quantum technologies, AI, cybersecurity, quantum encryption, secure

communications, video monitoring, and personal security, Quantum AI Shield™ offers

comprehensive solutions to meet the complex demands of today's digitally interconnected

landscape.

Our expert team is committed to pushing the security industry's boundaries enhancing physical

and digital asset protection. We customize our state-of-the-art solutions to meet the specific

needs of our clients, striving to create safer, more intelligent environments through continuous

technological advancement.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/709648893
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